MetaCX for Technology
Companies make a technology purchase because they believe the right platform
or application will enable their organization to achieve specific outcomes. This
expectation of value is consistent across all buyers, yet many technology providers
fail to put value at the center of the customer experience.
Part of the problem is that the tools used to facilitate customer relationships keep
providers busy with a multitude of tasks and workflows, but do little to actually
enable value creation and delivery. A solution is needed that ties together sales and
customer success as one “steel thread” experience that connects:

Value Selling

where marketing and sales
teams position outcomes
that can be achieved for the
customer.

Value Delivery

where implementation and
onboarding teams deliver on
these promises.

Value Realization

where CSMs and account
managers measure and
prove that outcomes were
achieved.

Close More Deals by Focusing on Value
Too often, sales teams fail to focus on their prospects’ desired outcomes and instead
concentrate on features and functionality. The reality is that companies don’t buy features.
They buy solutions to their problems. If you don’t correctly position your value, deals will
stall or you’ll lose out to the competition based on social proof, brand loyalty, or price.
MetaCX has created the first-ever Business Value Network where companies go to
manage their business relationships. Within the network, technology providers are able to
connect with their prospects and customers through Bridges—co-owned digital spaces
where two or more organizations can come together to define and collaborate on desired
business outcomes. The Bridge builds trust in the sales process by providing visible proof
of the provider’s commitment to the buyer’s business goals.

Ensure Continuous Alignment by Prioritizing Outcomes
Even with a value-based approach to selling, it’s easy for expectations to quickly become
misaligned. Many technology providers attempt to offset this reality with quarterly business
reviews. Unfortunately in practice, the approach is antiquated and unproductive—in part,
because while the process is ostensibly for the benefit of the customer, more often than not,
it is simply about gaining visibility into retention risk. In order to deliver real value, companies
must have a fluid understanding of their customers’ struggles and the ability to offer
solutions in real time.
MetaCX ensures continuous alignment between tech companies and their customers
throughout the entire customer lifecycle. As a deal transitions toward closed-won, a CSM or
onboarding specialist can be invited into a Bridge to transfer knowledge and coordinate an
onboarding or implementation plan. By providing real-time insight into when customers
are veering off course, the Bridge enables immediate remediation and fosters the eventual
achievement of outcomes. All parties are kept accountable and focused on the goals, action
plans, and evaluation measures necessary to unlock shared success.

Retain and Expand Customers by Proving Your Impact
Without a way to measure and prove the value you’re delivering, the long term viability of
each customer partnership is perpetually at risk. To help technology providers prove their
impact to customers, MetaCX captures real-time, multidirectional data. Both the provider and
buyer in a partnership are able to instrument any application, system, or digital endpoint and
share these disparate data points to a Bridge. Within the co-owned space, individual metrics
combine into a dynamic, comprehensive view of performance toward the achievement of
outcomes and delivery of value. By giving providers the means to prove they’ve delivered on
the outcomes promised, the renewal process is simplified and future growth is locked in.

